IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

NOTICE FOR CUSTOMERS: IF YOUR UNIT IS EQUIPPED WITH A POWER CORD.

WARNING: THIS APPARATUS SHALL BE CONNECTED TO A MAINS SOCKET OUTLET WITH A PROTECTIVE EARTHING CONNECTION.

The colors in the mains cord are color-coded in accordance with the following code:

GREEN AND YELLOW - EARTH  
BLUE  - NEUTRAL  
BROWN  - LIVE

AS COLOURS OF THE CORDS IN THE MAINS LEAD OF THIS APPARATUS MAY NOT CORRESPOND WITH THE COLOURED MARKINGS DESCRIBING THE TERMINALS IN YOUR FUSE PLUG OR SOCKET OUTLET.

• THE CORE WHICH IS COLOURED GREEN AND YELLOW MUST BE CONNECTED TO THE TERMINAL IN THE FUSE PLUG MARKED WITH THE LETTER E OR WITH THE EARTH SYMBOL, OR COLOURED GREEN OR GREEN AND YELLOW.

• THE CORE WHICH IS COLOURED BLUE MUST BE CONNECTED TO THE TERMINAL IN THE FUSE PLUG MARKED WITH THE LETTER N OR WITH THE SYMBOL FOR THE NEUTRAL.

• THE CORE WHICH IS COLOURED BROWN MUST BE CONNECTED TO THE TERMINAL MARKED L OR COLOURED RED.

This equipment may require the use of a different line cord, attachment plug, or outlet, depending on the available power socket at installation. If this attachment plug needs to be changed, refer servicing to a qualified service person or service who should refer to the table below. The green/yellow wire shall be connected directly to the earth terminal.

CONDUCTOR: L  / BROWN  / BLACK  
N  / BLUE  / WHITE  
E  / GREEN/YELLOW  / GREEN

WIRING: The wiring of this equipment is illustrated. Certain fault conditions in the unit or in the system to which it is connected can result in full voltage between chassis and earth ground. Serious injury or death can then result if the chassis and earth grounding are touched simultaneously.